2011 No. 1301

FINANCIAL SERVICES AND MARKETS

INSOLVENCY

The Investment Bank Special Administration (England and Wales) Rules 2011


CORRECTION

Page 13, rule 4(1), in the definition of “standard contents”, paragraph (a): “…rules 300 and 301; and” should read “…rules 305 and 306; and”;

Page 13, rule 4(1), in the definition of “standard contents”, paragraph (b): “…rule 304;” should read “…rules 309 and 310;”;

Page 24, rule 39(1)(d), line one: “specify the amount…” should read “specifying the amount…”;

Page 36, rule 62(2)(d) should read: “details of the venue of the meeting.”;

Page 40, rule 73(1)(d) should read: “details of the venue of the meeting;”;

Page 51, rule 103, line one: “…required by rule 308…” should read “…required by rule 313…”;

and

Page 64, rule 137(1), line one: “…under rule 146…” should read “…under rule 144…”.
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